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read, in the. great Chinese work on natural history, which was
written in the sixteenth century: "The animal named tkn-scbz, of
which we have already spoken in the ancient work upon the, cere
monial entitled "Lyki" (a work of the fifth century before Jesus
Christ), is called also lyn-sc/ni or yn-schu, that is to say, the mouse
which hides itself It always lives in subterranean caverns; it re
sembles a mouse, but is of the size of a buffalo or ox.. It has no
tail; its colour is dark; it is very strong, and excavates caverns in

places full of rocks, and forests." Another writer, quoting the same

passage, thus expresses himself: The tyn-schu haunts obscure and

unfrequented places. It dies as soon as it is exposed to the rays of
the sun or moon; its feet are short in proportion to its size, which
causes it to walk badly. Its tail is a Chinese ell in length. Its eyes
are small, and its neck short. It is very stupid and sluggish. When
the inundations of the river Tamschitann-tiiy took place (in 1571), a

great many tyn-schu appeared in the plain; it fed on the roots of the

plantfu-kia."
The, existence in Russia of the bones and tusks of the Mammoth

is sufficiently confirmed by the following extract from an old Russian

traveller, Ysbrants Ides, who, in 1692, was sent by Peter the Great

as ambassador to the Emperor of China. In the extract which
follows, we remark the very surprising fact of the discovery of a head

and foot of the Mammoth which had been preserved in ice with all

the flesh. "Amongst the hills which are situate north-east of the

river Kata," says the traveller, "the Mammuts' tongues and legs are

found, as they are also particularly on the shores of the river jenize,

Trugan, Mongamsea, Lena, and near Jakutskoi, even as far as the

Frozen Ocean. In the spring, when the ice of this river breaks, it is

driven in such vast quantities and with such force by the high
swollen waters, that it frequently carries very high banks before it,

and breaks off the tops of hills, which, falling down, discover these

animals whole, or their teeth only, almost frozen to the earth,, which

thaw by degrees. I had a person with me who had annually gone
out in search o. bones; he told it to me as a real truth,, that

he and his companions found the head of one of these animals,

which was discovered by the fall of such a frozen piece of, earth.

As soon as he opened it, he found the greatest part of the flesh

rotten, but it was not without difficulty that they broke. out his teeth,

which were placed in the fore-part of his mouth, as those of the

Elephants are; they also took some bones out of his head, and

afterwards came to his fore-foot, which they cut off, and, carried part
of it to the city of Trugan, the circumference of it . being as large as
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